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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

This reference architecture shows how to deploy VMs and a
virtual network configured for an N-tier application, using SQL
Server on Windows for the data tier.
Scenario: You have a public-facing application named App1. App1
is comprised of the following three tiers:
* A SQL database
* A web front end
* A processing middle tier
Each tier is comprised of five virtual machines. Users access
the web front end by using HTTPS only.
* Technical requirements include:
* Move all the virtual machines for App1 to Azure.
* Minimize the number of open ports between the App1 tiers.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/reference-a
rchitectures/n-tier/n-tier-sql-server

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
Switch-1 needs to send data to a host with a MAC address of
00b0.d056.efa4. What will Switch-1 do with this data?
A. Switch-1 will flood the data out all of its ports except the
port from which the data originated.
B. Switch-1 will send an ARP request out all its ports except
the port from which the data originated.
C. Switch-1 will forward the data to its default gateway.
D. Switch-1 will drop the data because it does not have an
entry for that MAC address.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
What are three possible exit reasons in an ICR CCA Session
Detail report? (Choose three.)
A. Call Failed
B. Call Transferred
C. Call Completed
D. Call Completed in SSA
E. Call Routed
Answer: B,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP

You need to ensure that customer data is secured both in
transit and at rest.
Which technologies should you recommend? To answer, drag the
appropriate technology to the correct security requirement.
Each technology may be used once, more than once, or not at
all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll
to view content.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
* Azure Rights Management service
Azure Rights Management service uses encryption, identity, and
authorization policies to help secure your files and email, and
it works across multiple devices-phones, tablets, and PCs.
Information can be protected both within your organization and
outside your organization because that protection remains with
the data, even when it leaves your organization's boundaries.
* Transparent Data Encryption
Transparent Data Encryption (often abbreviated to TDE) is a
technology employed by both
Microsoft and Oracle to encrypt database files. TDE offers
encryption at file level. TDE solves the problem of protecting
data at rest, encrypting databases both on the hard drive and
consequently on backup media.
* TLS/SSL
Transport Layer Security (TLS) and its predecessor, Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL), are cryptographic protocols designed to
provide communications security over a computer network. They
use X.509 certificates and hence asymmetric cryptography to
authenticate the counterparty with whom they are communicating,
and to negotiate a symmetric key.
References:
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj585004.aspx
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transparent_Data_Encryption
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_Layer_Security
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